
Vellum, 171 leaves (324 x 220 mm.). 1 col., 20 lines (230 x 142 mm.). Script: textura. 14 historiated initials with marginal extenders, some incorporating grotesques; 1 marginal historiation; numerous illuminated initials with marginal extenders, many incorporating grotesques; numerous filigree initials and line endings. Binding: early seventeenth-century English gold-tooled brown morocco.

Historiated initials and marginal historiation: Tree of Jesse, in B (Ps. 1, 6); David and Goliath (6 [marginal historiation]); David Pointing at His Eyes, in D (Ps. 26, 24v); David Pointing at His Mouth, in D (Ps. 38, 36v); David Beheading Goliath, in Q (Ps. 51, 47); Fool before David, God in Clouds, in D (Ps. 52, 47v); Jonah Thrown Overboard, Jonah Saved, in S (Ps. 68, 59); David Playing Bells, in E (Ps. 80, 73v); Three Clerics Singing, in C (Ps. 97, 87v); Samuel Anointing David, in D (Ps. 101, 89); Trinity, in D (Ps. 109, 102, retouched?); David Kneeling before Lord, in A, Monk [Richard of Canterbury] Kneeling in Margin (Ps. 119, 115v); David Kneeling before Altar, Hand of God in Clouds, in B (Ps. 143, 127); Moses Standing before Altar, God in Clouds, in C (Confitebor tibi domine, 132); Four Clerics Administering Extreme Uction, in O (Ordo visitandi infirmorum, 150).

Provenance: Richard of Canterbury; William Casyer, seventeenth century; London, Sotheby's, 27 July 1907, lot 432; Bernard Quaritch, London; C.W. Dyson Perrins; his sale, London, Sotheby's, 9 December 1958, lot 11; purchased there for Glazier by Maggs Bros., Ltd.
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